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CHAIRMAN’S REPORT
Dear members,

May I first thank everybody for the confidence they have put in me to chair the club
for the next twelve months. Most importantly, I must thank on behalf of the entire
club, both Tony Vince and Phillip Hopes for the work and effort that they have put in
to enable the club to exist and expand so far. We all hope that Tony's health has improved.

At the AGM a number issues arose and suggestions were put forward. I considered the
main issue to be the safeguarding of the members of the club from outside actions, especially considering boiler testing and certification. Two channels have been explored.

Firstly, the safeguarding of members by turning the club limited. I sought legal advice
on this matter and also discussed with professionals the accounting side of being limited and all the responsibilities that it carried. It was clear that the accountancy would
severely test the club secretary and that other matters would lead to major amounts of
work to be done by other individuals. This has been rejected at present.

Secondly, protecting the club members with the club in its present guise. Again, I
sought advice. If the club does not promote sponsors or commit itself to any events etc
then we as club members should be able to distance ourselves safely from outside
problems. I must point out that private individuals have run all the steam car tours in
the past and so they must in the future. The organisers have invited other members to
join them in their private tour wherever it might be. The club itself has played no part
in organising, running or affiliating itself to that tour. This was purely to safeguard the
club and it's members. Therefore, I have decided that in this first year of my office to
continue the club on the second basis. It must stay as a sub-paying club, solely as a
database where members can communicate with other members enabling them to swap
knowledge and ideas. I would ask anybody who wants to do anything using the club's
name, or represent the club in any form, to clear this matter with myself when I will
discuss it with their club principles.

Regarding boiler inspections, this is a very grey area. If the club were to get involved, I
feel we would be treading through a minefield. Thus, as far as the club is concerned, it
will be the individual's responsibility to arrange their boiler certification should they
deem it necessary with their own boiler inspectors. The club accepts no responsibility
for any certificates issued and does not affiliate itself to any individual boiler inspector.
The Steam Car Club of Great Britain's name should not be used or appear on any certificate either now or in the future.

Having Diana as secretary has been an excellent choice. It is clear from the work already done that she will structure the finances and book keeping to a very high level.

This is the first issue of our new magazine. As members, you will have already
continued on page 6
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Our new chairman, Basil Craske, driving John Liming’s home-constructed Liakmobile. This has attended all of our Steam Car Tours

Bill Rich’s 20hp Stanley 726 and Arthur Thomson’s 1904 White outside the Berkeley
Arms in Bosham. The crews were having lunch while waiting for the tide to go out to
allow us to go over on the causeway
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David Goddard whispering sweet nothings to his 1910 30hp Stanleuy

“If we can’t fix it, then bin it.”
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from page 3
realised that those involved have put in an incredible amount of effort to get it started.
I hope that you all will give the editorial team as much help and support as possible. I
feel sure that the magazine will generate new members of all kinds, which can only but
enhance the progress of steam cars well into the next millenium. Sales of the magazine
and advertising within the magazine will of course help to finance its cost. So I would
ask you all to make every effort in this department. Do ask your friends to join the club
and suggest makers of our specialist useful products advertise in it.
Let us all now hope that once this superb magazine becomes readily available, that the
voice of The Steam Car Club of Great Britain can be even more recognised and respected enabling us all to have a voice in any future legislation which could affect our
hobby. Consider the Welsh tour and what it entailed with the number of participants
there. Now work your way through all the tours to our last one and it is clear that there
are many people who could enjoy the thrills of steam cars once they are aware of the
club's existence.
I hope that since the last tour and AGM that the weather has been kind to you all and
that you have had good steaming in your cars with superb holidays. Luckily, when the
next magazine comes out my letter can be much shorter and simpler.

Again, I thank you on behalf of the committee for your support. I hope all those members who will be participating in The London to Brighton on November 1st have a
good run.
Basil Craske

TREASURER’S REPORT

Since taking on the job of Treasurer of the Club I have been giving some thought to the
payment of Subscriptions. I would prefer to run the Club finances from April - April as
in a normal financial year, and would therefore like to run the Subscriptions in the
same way. In order to make it easy for those of you who attend the A-G-M-, I would be
prepared to accept your Subscriptions at the meeting each year. This means that some
of you will not have to pay again until next July, but once things are up and running
everything should fall into a routine. I know some of you have not paid a Subscription
for some time, and as I do not have an up to date list of paid-up members I would love
to hear from you, and take money off some of you. I will let your conscience be the
judge of what you do - pay now or pay next year.

I now have Membership Cards available for anyone who is paid-up at present, and if
you would like me to send you one, please send me a stamped, addressed envelope and
I will send you a card and Membership number.
We now have a Bank Account opened with the Natwest Bank plc in Shrewsbury, in the
name of The Steam Car Club of Great Britain. All cheques should be made payable to
The Steam Car Club of Great Britain and sent to my address with an S-A-E- for your
Membership Card.
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'l'he present subscription rates are: Full Membership £15, Associate Membership £7.50
(newsletters only). Overseas £16 and £8 respectively. No foreign currency please.
Thank you for your confidence in me and I trust that the Club will prosper for many
years to come.

Diana Goddard

EDITOR’S REPORT

This magazine is the first in my editorial career, so please excuse the many errors that
you will undoubtedly find. David Mayo, a student and a computer Wizkid, is making it
all possible by doing the page setting. He knew little of steam cars but is learning faster
than I am learning his trade!
The format was chosen to follow on from the magazines "STEAM CARS AND
STEAM AVIATION" from 1929 to 1949 and then "LIGHT STEAM POWER" by
J.N.Walton. These are not easy acts to follow. This magazine has been deliberately
started small with the hope of expansion.

The first issue has had to have several political articles as the club structure has had a
complete upheaval this summer. Eventually the aim is to supply steam car information
and activity to a wider group of people, resulting in more steamers on the roads. There
is a hunger for old steamers and modern developmental steam cars as well. We hope
to encompass the whole field during the year but articles from those experienced with
steam cars already and those with technical knowledge will be essential. I need to edit,
not to write!

Old and restored steamers are now becoming scarce and expensive. Steam cars are
being rebuilt from engines and parts but those too are running out. One interesting
field, especially for the younger members, would be to tackle cheap racing steam cars,
possibly for hill climbing or breaking the steam car speed record.

We hope to sell advertising space but as yet this has been slow. Instead I have started a
small section for useful products but unfortunately that does not offset any of our printing costs. Photographs, articles and advertisements are required from everyone to make
this venture successful. Advertising your cars and parts are free at present. Please remember: that little part of an obscure steam car in your drawer is probably gold dust
for someone rebuilding the model. Advertise it here!

I would like to feature all the steam cars that are running here in the first year and
some of those being rebuilt (your free advert for parts!). I could probably fill the magazine with White steamer news. Stanley men and all the rest, make yourselves noticed.
Photographs of these and steam car activity around the world are always needed.
Please get busy now!
Robert R.Dyke
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Jim King, usally accomapnied by Betty, in his 1907 Stanley EX completed yet another Steam Car Tour in good form

Gerry Twyman with passenger David Andrews in his 1903 Stanley EX had a great
week for their first steam car tour
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THE STEAM CAR CLUB OF GREAT
BRITAIN: AGM 1998 SUMMARY

Held at the Alton House Hotel, Alton, Hampshire on Wednesday, 8 July 1998 at 5P.M.

Due to the illness of the Chairman, MR. A.T. VINCE, Mr. Ken Pope took the Chair at
the request of Mr. Vince. Mr. Pope opened the meeting by apologizing for the Chairman's absence. Members accepted the Minutes of the 1997 A-G-M.
TREASURER'S REPORT; Mr. P. Hopes submitted a set of provisional accounts stating that the Club had a balance of £1,807.50. New accounts were to be prepared.

ELECTION OF OFFICERS; Mr. Basil Craske was elected chairman and took over the
Chair of the meeting. Mrs. Goddard was elected secretary and treasurer. It was accepted that the secretary's address be used as the club address for correspondence and a
new bank account be set up it the name of The Steam Car Club of Great Britain. It
was agreed that the accounts should run from April to April.
Dr. R. R. Dyke assisted by Mr. Hopes was elected to produce the magazine.
Mr. T. Vince was elected as a technical officer on the committee.

It was agreed that we need someone to liaise with the DVLC, to authenticate cars etc.,
to safeguard the future of steam on the road, and representation in Brussels in case of
legislation. We needed representation at the Federation of Historic Vehicles Club, and
the Road Steam Forum of the National Traction Engine Trust. The chairman agreed to
attend these meetings, but said that he wanted a technical officer to give proper technical advice before important meetings. Mr. D. Goddard and Mr. P. Hopes were both
willing to get involved with the N.T.E.T. meetings. It was agreed that, with respect to
technical representation, the Committee has the right to co-opt members as needed.

There was a prolonged discussion on boiler inspections. It was agreed that all Boiler
Inspectors work as individuals and are not connected to the Club. Everyone is responsible for his or her own Insurance cover. It was emphasized that the Club does not run
any events but that they are all privately run at the invitation of individuals. This is to
protect all members' interests.

Mr. D. Goddard proposed that we needed a fighting fund to help any case that was
considered necessary to keep steam on the road. Mr. B. Herbert had been stopped by
the Police for making steam/smoke, and could have been summonsed. The proposition
was carried. It was agreed to keep subscriptions the same as before, and the renewal
date to be arranged later.
The Chairman said that he would write to both Mr. T. Vince and Mr. P. Hopes and
thank them on behalf of the Members for all the work they have done for the Club.

Mr. M. Mutters thanked Mr. R. Clark for getting the whole Club going. The Chairman
thanked Mr. Theobald and Mr. Mutters for organizing this year's event.

1999 Ray Clark is organizing "The Bucks Fizz Tour" from July 3rd to 10th.
continued on page 11
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CARL AMSLEY DIED AGED 77

Carl Amsley died in his sleep Saturday morning, August 22nd. Those gathered at the
Waterloo, Canada steam tour helped him celebrate his seventy seventh birthday on
July13th. No other individual has had as much impact with regards to Stanley's than
Carl. T.Clarence Marshall senior was responsible for giving Carl his first ride in a
Stanley sometime in the late 1950's. He was hooked!' Soon after Carl purchased his
first steamer, a 1907 model H-5.

It wasn't long before he was buying and selling steam cars, making complete bodies,
searching the country for parts, and assembling complete cars. Amsley made countless
tips to New England and through out the country from the 1960's into the 1990's. He
used to say, "there were more parts in each square inch of New England than any
where else." No doubts since Stanleys were made in Newton, Massachusetts.

In the early years of antique car collecting, it was considered a feat when a running
steamer showed up at a meet. Carl was a 'stand out' by not only showing up, but with a
steamer that looked absolutely brand new. Amsley earned his living as a contractor.
Building homes, remodelling, and such. His steam business flourished and after a
while he was spending more time restoring cars for others and building them from the
parts he was constantly gathering. Carl would go anywhere on a moment's notice to
pick up a car or parts. If you purchased a steamer from him, he would gladly deliver it
and give an expedient lesson in how to operate it.

Visiting Carl was always exciting. A person with a love of antique steamers looked forward to it with great anticipation. It had to be the closest thing to visiting the Stanley
factory there was.

There were always several new bodies under construction in the wood working shop.
The paint shop had at least one gleaming new job nearing completion. One or more
cars were at one stage or another in assembly with their freshly painted bodies mating
up with his extensive collection of parts.

Carl was very demanding regarding cosmetics. Their owners sent many steamers to
him for painting as well as service. Carl would do it all. He would build you a body, or
deliver you a.complete, running car, and anything in between. There were always at
least a half dozen, and usually more, steamers for sale that added to the excitement of a
visit. Some were recent trades, others barn fresh, and some done from scratch in his
shop. There was often a tiller steered car, always an assortment from the coffin nose
era and plenty of condenser models; Carl had a car for anyone thirsting to own a steam
car. Stanley's were his stock in trade but he owned examples from many other brands
along the way, including White and Doble. A visit often culminated with a ride and
drive of an original taken in on trade or one of his latest' "sweepings" which is the term
he used to describe his assembled cars. Here Carl also excelled. He was absolutely the
best at wringing every last ounce out of any car he drove. And drive them he did. A
ride with Carl at the wheel was a ride not soon, perhaps never, to be forgotten.
When the original pieces started to dry up, he was the first to start reproducing major
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AGM SUMMARY continued
from page 9

2000 MILLENIUM: Mr. D. Goddard said he would be prepared to organize a PROGRESSIVE TOUR around the centre of the Country in the summer. It would involve
distances of about 100 miles a day and last about 10 days.

The Liming family said that they would organize a SPRING WEEKEND TOUR for
those who don't feel able to do a tour with a big mileage.

Mr. Pope said he would be organizing a JULY TOUR BASED ON BEXHILL for all
those interested. This would be the usual one-week format.
Written by Mrs. Diana Goddard but severely abridged by the editor. You will
have the full version at next years A.G.M.
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ALEX RITCHIE
from page 10

Alex died in the early hours of Easter Sunday, after a twelve-week fight for his life in
the Middlesex Hospital. He was severely injured in Morocco after falling 9000 feet
during a practice jump when his parachute failed to open properly. A year earlier Alex
prevented certain disaster by climbing out of the capsule of Richard Branson's balloon
releasing fuel tanks only minutes before it would have hit the ground. Both episodes
were part of Branson's attempt to circumnavigate the world by hot air balloon.

Alex was born in Glasgow in 1945 but did not know his father, who was killed at the
end of the war. In 1950 his mother with her new husband emigrated to South Africa
where Alex was educated achieving an engineering degree at Natal University. He returned to the UK to undertake engineering research at Cambridge and it was during
this time that he first became interested in steam cars and launches. After Cambridge,
he was employed by Leyland to work on gas turbine truck engines subsequently moving to Harwich to manage Noel Penny Turbines when the project was cancelled. In
1983 Alex resigned to concentrate on designing and building a steam launch plant of
the highest quality and to carry out restoration work on steam launch and steam car
machinery. A chance meeting between the son of an SBA member and Per Lindstrand,
led to Alex becoming involved with Richard Branson's balloon attempts.

To encapsulate Alex in a few words and remembrances is impossible - he was unique.
Life to Alex was simply one great adventure: he actually did the things that schoolboys
only dream about. Journeying for 3 days and nights in a primitive native bus, in search
of an eccentric British ex-pat who lived in the South African bush surrounded by a collection of old steam engines. In the USA buying a 1919 Stanley steam car which had
not been used for thirty years, and steaming it 900 miles to a rally at Cape Cod. Then
shipping it to the UK - suddenly arriving at a Windermere SBA dinner to give a spirited endearing of Rudyard Kipling's McAndrew's Hymn to a somewhat startled audience. He arrived at the Hoo Mill SBA Rally in the early 1970's with Jack Crabtree's
White steam car (giving many SBA members their first taste of a drive in a steam vehicle). Only last year he steamed to an open launch from Poole to Harwich during uncertain weather, nearly coming to grief when a fishing net fouled the prop only to be
rescued by Customs officers who thought he had stopped to pick up drugs!

Alex was a brilliant engineer with an intuitive feel for all aspects of engineering. Only
the best was good enough. He had a quick agile mind. He was charismatic, mercurial
and unpredictable. He instinctively knew how to make things work and how to keep
them working. He achieved more in his life than half a dozen ordinary men and could
do more in one day than most people could in a week. For his friends his legacy is the
privilege of knowing him and sharing some of his escapades and adventures, for others
it will be the sadly few examples of his superb engineering which will still be propelling steam launches, steam cars and balloons well into the next century.
Our condolences go to his mother and sister in South Africa and to Jill, Alasdair and
Duncan with whom we have spent many happy times. We will not see his like again.

Derrick Mills
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The editor is restoring the 1910 White “OO” which Alex drove. The
Model T Ford wheels have been replaced and it is soon to be rebodied.

Alun Griffiths accompanied by Norma eventually arrived in his 1915
Stanley 20hp 726
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THREE COUNTIES
STEAM CAR TOUR
ALTON HAMPSHIRE

5 -10 JULY1998

Yet another excellent collection of about thirty steam cars attended the sixth annual UK
tour. There were seventeen Stanleys attending, some old some new and John
Liming‘s(1911 10hp) just about to fall off the production line. He did take the car to
Alton but it was not quite ready to be steamed so he and I travelled in various other
cars - it's the best way to travel girls!! I spent most of the time with Barry and Sandra
Herbert in their mountain wagon, which after desperate efforts to get it going on the
Cotswold mini tour, behaved magnificently at Alton. Barry had to negotiate some very
narrow, bending roads with very few passing places and just about room for a pedestrian with anorexia to pass. It had a little trouble with the donkey pump during the last
couple of days and it was returned to the Complaints Department at the home of J Liming where a blown gasket was diagnosed - still under guarantee!
Ray Clark arrived with his amazing Daimler Doble machine with a roar not unlike that
of THRUST 11 driving through the main street frightening the local natives of this
once peaceful town of Alton. During the first day's tour a twig split the water tank.
Needless to say the car completed the tour - with the exception of a few detours of
thirty miles or so. Nevertheless, it was still among the first to arrive back at base.

There were a few minor incidents during the week's tour but nothing really horrendous,
apart from Bill Lowe's explosion which caused the shoppers to run for cover. He had
reversed the oil filter (or something) which blew the separator apart.

John Liming was invited to spend a day with Bob Dyke jnr in his 1908 White and this
was quite an experience. Bob and his crew are really good company and during this
particular day of the tour, Bob was experiencing pilot light back problems - as he often
does! He deals with this by removing his lsambard Brunnel type hat, taking a swing at
the pilot location, and extinguishing the light back. On one rather steep hill, the pilot
was particularly annoying - much hat swinging was in evidence and the pilot was not
behaving as it should, consequently the steam pressure was dropping at an alarming
rate, due no doubt, to the main fire being unlit. However, there was a fire somewhere
as there was a strong smell of burning wood in the rear of the car, which turned out to
be underneath the front passenger seat. When they reached the top of the hill, the seat
base was removed and a bucket of water thrown over it. No doubt a bucket of beer was
very welcome for driver and passengers (especially Harold) at the next pub!
Basil Craske in the Likamobile, drove over a particularly evil looking flint stone that
had been dropped off by a contractor's trailer tractor only a few minutes earlier. Both
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TOP: Jeff Theobald (father) in his 1924 Brooks has attended all the tours
BELOW: Steve Theobald (son) in the ex-Philip Hopes 1908 Stanley EX
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TOP: Pearls of wisdom from father John Goold in his 1911 Stanley 10hp type 63
BELOW: His sons, Justin and Grant, with Amy, drove the 1914 Stanley 606
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from page 15
tain Mr. Neil Brady Browne from Vancouver Island, Canada (who once owned a
Brooks) began to look rather unsteady on his fleet. Pauline Theobald and Betty King
offered to walk him to his place of residence.

They thought it was just around the corner from the hotel but they kept walking until
they had run out of pavement, and were almost out into the country. Neil told them not
to worry as he staggered from one lady’s arm to the other; "Only just another couple of
minutes" he uttered but they still kept going.

He then thought it would be a good idea if he taught the ladies how to dance the
quadrille in the middle of the road (although there were only three very unlikely
dancers - two vertical and one bordering on horizontal!). Finally, after the safe delivery
of Neil, the two ladies returned to the hotel weary, worn and no doubt trodden on. A
good time was had and everyone turned up for the next day's tour.
Came the Blow down banquet and cups were given to various drivers for their performance, on and off their cars!

Grant, Justin Goold and Amy were presented with a cup for being amongst the
youngest drivers of the steam fraternity. This was their first active tour together in their
own 1914 Stanley. Steve Theobald also received a cup for completing the tour in the
1908 ex Philip Hopes Stanley, which Geoff had bought and refurbished.

This was also Steve's first tour and it is good to see more youngsters taking an interest
and driving steam cars. This is the theme of many of the picture accompanying the article.

The Carl Amsley cup (a magnificent objet d'art) was awarded to Ian Sparks who promised under oath, to keep it in the way to which it has become accustomed!

As always, it was an excellent tour and as the years go by, more and more steam cars
are crawling out of the woodwork and in some cases more woodwork is crawling out
of the cars!? Next year of course, is the centenary of the Mount Washington climb
where a small number of intrepid UK drivers will be present with their steam cars. We
are all looking forward to this event and meeting up with steam friends from past
events in the US.

I am sure that everyone who attended the event would like to give a heartfelt thanks to
Mike Mutters, Geoff Theobald and Pauline for all their efforts in organizing the Alton
tour.

Thanks must also be given to Sue Davis who was seen several times, clutching a large
bottle of gin (in the evening of course?). I guess she must have needed this, following
the loss of her luggage and all the questions which were thrown at her, not to mention
all the notes and photographs she took of the tour - to name but a few??

Attending were seventeen Stanleys (one a mountain bus), three Locomobiles, two
Whites, one Likamobile, one Steamobile, one Brooks, one Whitney, one Skene, one
Morris and one very large Daimler Doble.
Madge Liming
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MADE IT AT LAST

Well Ray Clark finally did it though only by the skin of his teeth. Work continued on
the "Doble" until 10:30 on Friday night. This engine is probably G38, an abandoned
project from the sentinel wagon works, molded into a 1929 60hp Daimler chassis. With
no time to test, the car departed down the road to Alton at l 0 o'clock on Saturday
morning. Steam was raised from cold in less than one minute, however warming
through is a protracted business. The engine is provided with piston valves, and conventional cylinder drains are not used. Thermodynamic traps take their place and they
operate automatically; the Americans call them impulse traps, which is more informative. The traps will relieve water under all circumstances but the clearway is not large
so discretion must be used. When the traps stop discharging the engine is "bared over".
One of the development problems discovered is that the foot throttle is incapable of
being "cracked" whilst warming up and things get a little exciting, though it is excellent under road conditions.

Apart from filling the boiler no manual intervention was used after starting up. Though
the control is adequate it takes five miles for the system to stabilize.All went well until
Twyford was reached when the dynamo drive pulley fell off as the flange coupling
bolts had come lose. Annoyingly it took over four hours to locate four 1/4" BSF cap
screws. A good deal of Locktight was used on reassembly. After a stop for water at
Eversley, an incident free run was made to Alton.

Apart from Friday all the tours were trouble free except for punctures. The "flight engineer's" job is quite boring, as all the instruments read "normal" all the time. Hence I
managed to get Ray lost a couple of times through gossiping!

Friday's involuntary stop was caused by a development problem. The mechanically
driven feed pumps are big enough to cope with 80% of the hills. The hill climbing
technique is the opposite to the Stanley's as you should maintain speed and sacrifice
pressure. On big hills a steam driven donkey pump is available. This is unsatisfactory
in practice and in principle. The pump takes too long to start from cold as you have
stopped long before it is hot enough to deliver any water. If you cheat by warming up
the pump when you see a hill approaching it is marginally serviceable but Dobles
should be fully automatic. I don't think that any trip gear pump is l00% reliable. The
pump uses the "load and shoot" principle.

We had given up with the donkey and were using the electric boiler-filling pump as a
booster. However it was not intended to deliver against pressure so the wiring was not
continuously rated. The pump is used in short squirts to let the wiring cool off. On this
occasion the coupling from the pump to the motor started slipping. Fortunately after a
brief delay the coupling "picked up" and normal service was resumed. Perhaps the
most important instrument on the car is the battery condition meter. The burner fan requires substantial current. Despite extensive low speed running in the lanes neither the
auxiliary charging was required during the week’s tour, nor was any battery charging
needed! All in all I think we had a most successful week at a splendid venue.
Philip Hopes
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TOP: Bob and Eleanor Dyke with passengers Richard and Dianne
Hounslow in the condensing 1914 Stanley 607 BELOW: Grandson
Michael driving grandfather’s 1914 Stanley with son John Dyke
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TOP: Ray Clarke’s amazing Daimler-Doble which finally steamed to and through
the tour after 10 years’ work BELOW: Ray explains the intricacies of his machine
to organiser Mike Mutters, whose 1896 Whitney was temporarily broken
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A SIMPLE DYNAMOMETER

Members may wonder why I frequently quote Sentinel's performance figures when this
is a steam car club.
1) The swept volume of the Sentinel "S" engine is 5.5" x 6", similar to a Stanley 735
(4"x 5") or a Stanley mountain wagon (4.5" x 6.5").

2) Sentinels were one of the few firms to build a dynamometer so they could test scientifically their own and competitors' wagons. Sentinels changed steam from a black art
to a science, being able to quote the performance of their projected vehicles with confidence. They quoted figures of 1/3lbs of fuel (11,000 Btu/lbs. approx.) per net ton mile
with complete confidence before commencing production.

One can estimate efficiency by comparing road performance with fuel used. Using
standard figures (e.g. a one ton vehicle at 40 mph on the level requires 9hp) a near approximation can be calculated. However this method does not stand fine-tuning.

Accurate measurement of power can be made using the simple apparatus described
below. We require a method of measuring torque, rpm and the work as heat dissipated.
By using the differential and brake on the car this can easily be achieved.

1) Chock the front wheels. Jack up the rear of the car. The right wheel will rotate
whilst we measure the torque on the left wheel.

2) Disconnect the brake rod to the left wheel. A lever is now attached to the wheel (I
use heavy Dexion with the active part of my lever 6' long). It extends on both sides of
the wheel and has sufficient ballast added to the short end to balance the long end,
which extends to the rear of the car. It is fixed to a spring balance anchored to a heavy
weight (561bs+).

3) The speed of the free wheel is measured although the torque is as measured with the
wheel running at twice the desired road speed. As we require an average speed, a simple turn counting device and stopwatch gives as accurate results as an expensive
tachometer. To calculate efficiency as well as power, a means of measuring fuel and
water consumption are needed. A hosepipe and two assistants are also required.

4) Steam is raised and the engine thoroughly warmed up.

5) Choosing conditions to simulate 40 mph on the level, open the regulator slightly and
bring the wheel up to the required speed.

6) Gradually apply the brake until the spring balance indicates the desired reading. The
target load must be prominently marked on the balance and a mirror arranged so it can
be seen from the driving position. If it is found impossible to maintain steady conditions try applying a little oil to the break linings.

7) One assistant must keep the hose playing on the brake drum whilst manipulating the
turn counting apparatus. The other assistant takes notes.

8) Having got the feel of the set up you start the experiment. Note the levels in the fuel
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Les Nelson’s 1903 Morriss in 1998. It completed the Steam Tour up to
the last day when it suffered an unfortunate accident deciding to have
a rest on its side. We hear now that she is up and running again!
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Eleanor Dyke was tickled pink
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By the blow-down dinner, the monkey business had become Ray-sized!

A Silk Mill trout

Ray
spooning

SHOCK!
HORROR!
Sue Davis
sees the
cameraman
run over!

Neil BradyBrowne from
Canada
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TALLOW IN OIL

Last year I wrote an article about tallow in our newsletter which many people missed
judging from the questions that I have had about it. I believe that this is extremely important to our old steam cars, especially the Whites. Some traction engine and steam
wagon owners have also followed this up and reported great improvements especially
on keeping glands tight and oily such as those on piston rods. The engine is quieter.
Recently some running White steam cars have had engine problems which include:
1) Rapid wear of big ends and other bearings on the all-ball-bearing crank.

2) Dry squeaky cylinders, which are not left oiled after use and found to have a rusty
surface when the engine is stripped.
3) Dry piston valves that always seem to leak however carefully they are machined.
4) Rattly engine noise probably emanating from the Stevenson's link motion.

5) A noisy rear axle with two speed gearbox on the later cars.

The three White owners who do most mileage in this country are probably Paul Morgan of Ilmor Engineering, Arthur Thomson of Salisbury and myself. We have all had
our main engine bearings with big ends and piston rod bearings rebuilt at least once in
the last five years and this process is expensive.
The answer, I believe, lies in the steam and the crankcase oils. These engines are all
condensing engines as Whites were using condensers in 1902, fourteen years before
Stanleys. The other important factors are that the Whites run at 750 deg. F. and are
compound after 1902.

Prof. A. E Edmonson of Chicago University, Illinois wrote in THE WHITE STEAM
CAR SERVICE MANUAL EFFICIENCY REPORT MISCELLANEOUS in 1910 "if
one quart of pure lard oil is mixed with three quarts of the crankcase oil and this mixture is used, the lard oil will help protect the bearings from any corrosive effect of
water and acid by forming a film, which coats the balls and ball races. The same oil is
used in the back axle perhaps with a spoonful or two of graphite added" Concerning
the cylinder lubrication he states that "you need a high test oil with a good body under
high temperature." Whites recommended 600-W steam oil (what did that contain?)

A late friend from America called Dick Hempel ran Whites for forty-five years as well
as Dobles and Stanleys. He used CYTAL # 80 and then MOBIL EXTRA HECLA
SUPER STEAM CYLINDER OIL. He stated that the oil must contain 20% tallow.
Tallow is the equivalent of "pure lard oil".

I have been using STEAM OIL ST 1000 and CRANKCASE OIL and having problems.
A company spokesman told me that the steam oil contains "tallow substitute". This
turns out to be rape seed oil. When 1 have taken my engine apart the bearings have
looked ungreased but rusty as were the pistons and cylinders although I squirt oil in the
cylinders before blowing down the steam generator after each steaming. Engines that
I have stripped that have not been apart for 70-80 years have had a coating of grease as
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Gerry Stoneman sets off for the day in his 1910 Stanley 30hp Model 84

Barry Herbert in the 1914 Stanley 30hp Mountain Wagon. Invariably
had a a full load of passangers
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THE BEACH STEAM WAGONETTE

In 1900 Mr. Beach was offering to build or supply oil, steam or electric cars to any design. These were built at his Pioneer Motor Car and Engineering Works established in
1873. The steam car was built to a design that was inspired by a four-foot long model
made by Mr. Beach's two sons. It is probable that Mr. Beach built the first mechanical
vehicle manufactured in Taunton. He later developed an interest in airplanes but it is
not known if he built any.

Helen Luther wrote to the editor; It would be lovely out find out more about this character and his vehicles. We would very much like to know more about the brass and
copper parts as we are 98% sure of an order to build a replica - but sadly it would not
function (why not, surely we could assist in that? -editor).

Do you know of any steam nut who may be able to help us?

Contact Helen Luther, The Retired Wesleyan, Magna Mile, Ludford, Linconshire, LN8
6AG.
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17th April 1908

William Dyke has an engine and boiler and is looking for parts, information or further pictures on the Pearson-Cox. Please phone (01392) 882189
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EVENTS
1998

November 1st London to Brighton Run. Ray Clark has organized a vintage fire engine for water at the Crawley coffee stop. A group will be at the steam car stop in Redhill. It is very welcome steamer stop.

1999

Short Invitation Tour in Yorkshire in May. Barry Herbert is organising this.

The Bucks Fizz Tour: 3rd to 10th July Saturday to Saturday Based at Newland Park,
Chalfont St Giles, Buckinghamshire.

The site is one campus of Buckinghamshire University College that has massive car
parks, swimming pool, gymnasium, shops, pub and small, but modern clean rooms,
which were only built last year. The students will be on holiday. The cost per night is
£45 for a twin en-suite room and two breakfasts. A self-catering unit of 5 bedrooms
grouped around a shared bathroom, toilet and kitchen/diner is £250 for the week. A
£50 deposit will secure your accommodation at this year's prices.
Any queries on accommodation contact Julie Wainwright 01494-603064 at Newland
Park or phone myself, Ray Clarke for more details of the tour on 01494-529981.
Tour and Centenary Climb of Mount Washington. A group of club members are
going to America for this.

November 7th London to Brighton Run.

2000

Short tour in East Anglia in May. By invitation from John and Madge Liming.

Bexhill-based Steam Car Tour probably for earlier cars running about 30 miles a day.
To be organized by Ken Pope

The Proposed Progressive Steam Car Tour in July arranged by David Goddard

We are planning to tour from Hereford > Oxford > Stamford (Lincs) > Matlock >
Whitchurch (Shrops) > Aberystwyth, and back to Hereford. The distances are roughly
80 miles, with some of the stopovers being two nights with a circular tour the second
day. The duration would be ten nights. We think you will need to Budget £80-£100
per night to cover Dinner Bed/breakfast and a luggage van. Please let us know if you
are still interested, as some ideas of numbers would be helpful to us when talking to
Hotels. Please call David or Diana Goddard on 01939-260595.
November 5th London to Brighton Run
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Don’t forget your fire extinguishers. The 1902 White, on a temporary hold-up, on
the London to Brighton Run in 1996. This held us up for an hour, but we finished

Brian Chessell’s 1910 White Model 00 was unable to attend the Steam Car Tour because the registration did not come through in time after being imported
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Steamy words

Simmering boilers-oil and coal.
Great machines with heart and soul.
Men of iron - rods of steel,
Roaring fire and spinning wheel.
Almost gone now! Are they really?
Well perhaps not quite-but nearly.
Nostalgia for a once-great nation,
Thank the Lord for preservation.

Tony Vince

Reports have been heard of a crank
descending from the Welsh Mountains
on his Steam Unicycle. Are there any
photographs available? Ed

Who made this
engine? Perhaps
Serpollet? Suggestions to the
editor
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STEAMY PRODUCTS

DRIZIT. It extracts oil from water for condensing steamers surprisingly well. Darcy
Products Ltd. Invicta Works, East Malling, West .Malling, Kent. Phone 01732 843131.

TALLOW. Producer Webster Craven Ltd., Leeds LS11 8AU but sales through Chas
Andrews Ltd., 3 Regal Way, Watford, Herts WD2 4FN

CAST IRON WELDING SERVICES LTD, Samson Road, Hermitage Industrial Estate, Coaleville, Leicestershire, LE67 3FP. Phone 01530-811308 Fax 01530-835724.

HARDCHROMING; for piston and valve rods. Hardchrome UK Ltd. 121-137 Camden Street, Hockley, Birmingham B1 3BZ Phone 0121-526-6000 fax 0121-526-4921

PACKING for glands. Klinger Ltd., The Klinger Building, Wharfedale Road, Euroway Trading Estate, Bradford, BD4 6SG Phone 01274-688222 Fax 01274 688549

PACKING for glands, Crown Packing. Phone 01752-224093

HEXANE; clean volatile hydrocarbon for pilot lights. Champion Chemicals Ltd.,
Bristol Road, Portishead, Bristol BS20 9QG Phone 01736-3666195

BEZEL GLASSES FOR GUAGES; Duttons Mirrors, Birmingham. 0121-643-5520

BOILER TUBE, cold drawn seamless; Le Bas Tubing, Paradise Way, Hinckley Road,
Coventry CV2 2ST Phone 01203-53636
STANLEY PARTS; John Goold, & Orchard Cottage, Camerton, Bath. Phone 01761
470806
WHITE INFORMATION AND SOME CASTINGS, Inconel safety valve springs;
Bob Dyke Phone 01736-366195

DON SPRINGS
(SHEFFIELD) LTD
TEL: 0114 2441545
FAX: 0114 2435291

SPRINGS MADE TO
YOU SPECIFICATION OR PATTER
OVER 30 YEARS EXPERIENCE
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This superb 1911 Stanley 10hp is for sale. See our classified adverts on page 38
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An intriguing view in to the arches. Mike Mutters’s 1896 Whitney, Reg Parsons’s
1900 Skene and Richard Hounslow’s 1900 Mobile. Next issue, we will be featuring
the London to Brighton cars and other veteran steamers

These two axles are wanted for a 1907 White Model H and also a steering box to go
with them. The rear axle has a rear-speed gearbox incorporated in it
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTS

Advertisements to the editor, Dr. R.R. Dyke, Little Receven, Newbridge,
Penzance, Cornwall, TR20 8PJ Phone/fax 01736-366195

FOR SALE

1911 Stanley 10hp two seater and dickey - believed to be the sole remaining British
bodied Stanley. The car is fitted with Captain wheels with detachable rims and was intensively refurbished when bought in May 1992. It has a stainless steel Otterway
burner. See photographs. Phone John Liming for details on 01953-788376.
1921 Stanley 20 HP model 735A four seater tourer. Original car in good running
order. Recent red and black paintwork. £35,000. Phone Mr. Corbin 01725-552137
Dorset area.
Steam planet engine. 140hp

Four cylinders plus 4 spares. Restored. As in
Light Steam Power Volume 1 No 5. £ 2000 Also
1930's Straight 8 Daimler chassis available restored ready to fit it. A set of aluminum artillery
wheels with tyres and tubes all brand new.
Danny Keay. Phone 01476-530564.
26" light weight wired Stanley boiler new and unfired with hydraulic certificate.
Ideal for racing. Offers. P.D.Hopes Phone 0118 9411790

Doble Steam Cars, Buses, Lorries (trucks) and Railcars. An antidote to air pollution. Book by J.N.Walton. Essential reading for the steam car developer. Published by
Light Steam Power, Kirk Michael, Isle of Man. 8 ½ * 6" Casebound with dust cover,
270 pages. Price £27-50 post paid.
Finned Monotube Steam
Generator coil

½" OD stainless steel tube 28
turns giving overall size of 12"
diameter and 6" depth. Weight
23lbs.
Bob Tupper, Gare, Saint
Michael Penkevil, Probus,
Cornwall.
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Phone 01872 520346

CLASSIFIED ADVERTS

Advertisements to the editor, Dr. R.R. Dyke, Little Receven, Newbridge,
Penzance, Cornwall, TR20 8PJ Phone/fax 01736-366195

FOR SALE

1911 Stanley 10hp two seater and dickey - believed to be the sole remaining British
bodied Stanley. The car is fitted with Captain wheels with detachable rims and was intensively refurbished when bought in May 1992. It has a stainless steel Otterway
burner. See photographs. Phone John Liming for details on 01953-788376.
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A Pearson Cox steam car, probably dating
from between 1910 and 1912

COMING NEXT ISSUE
We will concentrate on the veteran steam
cars, some of which should have completed
the London to Brighton Run.

We welcome your pictures, articles and advertisements. We need YOU to spread the
word about the magazine.

NEXT COPY OUT AT THE END
OF JANUARY 1999
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Richard Trevithick’s and the world’s first steam car is going to
be replicated by the students of Cornwall College, Camborne

